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Wording for special ballot
results after collaboration

View from the top

SUBOD and Chancellor’s office work out refendum
By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer
A collaborative effort between
the Student Union Board of Directors
and the California State University
Chancellor’s Office has produced the
wording for the Nov. 14 and 15 special
election ballot.
The Associated Students Board
of Directors approved the content of
the advisory referendum concerning
the proposed Recreation and Events
Center at last Wednesday’s board
meeting.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett, said
he had "a major hand" in drafting
the proposal.
"I clarified what the board of directors said they wanted to include in
the ballot," Barrett said. The proposal was sent to the chancellor’s office
for approval two weeks ago, he said.
SUBOD chairman Jeff Coughlan
said he received written approval
from the chancellor’s office Wednesday morning.
"I think it’s a bit more complicated than I would have liked,"
Coughlan said. The referendum contains sections that the CSU Chancellor’s Office suggested be added.
"The whole intention was to have
a ballot that would parallel those that
are used in state-wide elections,"
Coughlan said. He said the original
proposal began with the line, "Authorizes the sale of bonds and construction of a $21 million dollar complex
The chancellor’s office suggested
that the the word "authorizes" be
changed to "supports," Coughlan
said. The reasoning is that the original proposal denotes that a favorable
vote on the referendum would authorize the sale of bonds. This would be
erroneous because only the CSU
Board of Trustees are authorized to

approve the sale of CSU revenue
bonds, he said.
Although approval of the referendum came from the chancellor’s office, the board of trustees implied
consent was included, Coughlan said.
"In this case," Coughlan said,
"the chancellor’s staff serves as the
trustees’ staff."
Coughlan said the total fees per
semester of both the Rec Center and
the S.U. will be included in the referendum because the chancellor’s office requested it. He said this addition will clarify the fact that the Rec
Center fees are part of the overall
S.U. fees.
Currently, the S.U./Rec Center
fees are $29 per semester, with $19
going to the S.U. and $10 towards the
recreation facility. The $19 S.U. fee
would remain constant while the Rec
Center fee would increase the next
two semesters until fall 1985, Coughlan said.
The Rec Center fee would increase to $20 in spring 1985, and in fall
1985 the fee would be raised to $38,
Coughlan said. The $38 would be the
final per semester total for Rec Center bonds and operations, he said.
At the A.S. board meeting, Larry
Dougherty, Committee to Stop the
wRECk co-coordinator questioned
the use of the word "etcetera" for the
referendum.
"I don’t think there’s an adequate definition of the word etcetera," Dougherty said. He also
pointed out that there is no guarantee
that the Rec Center fees will increase
further.
"We intend to keep the fees constant," Coughlan said, "but the $38
REC fee will remain for at least four
years."
To clarify the ambiguities of the
word "etcetera," the board agreed to

Rec Center advisory referendum

Steve Capovilla

Kraig Kliewer, a junior advertising student, goes to great lengths for this angle on
childrens’ trampoline exercises. To get the

Supports the sale of bonds and construction of a $21 million complex, in accordance with proposed plan #2. consisting of a 5,500 seat
multi -purpose arena with theater sound and light to, concerts and special
events plus recreational facilities for basketball, volleyball, rackquetball,
weight training, etc.. and an aquatics center Funding will come from an increase in Student Union fees Spring semester 1984 by $10 and an increase Fall semester 1985 by $18 (Total Student Union ’REC Center fees
are now $29 per semester, would be $39 Spring 1985; and by Fall 1985
would be lit 571. Fees for the REC Center will equal $38 per semester

Daily staff photographer

shot, Kliewer had himself hoisted to the
roof of the SJSU Men’s Gym and hung
around long enough to snap a picture.
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Celebrities
slam GOP
at SJSU

Director Lila
Garrett,
points to
examples that
show why she
belives
women
should not
vote for
Reagan.
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By Dana Perrigan
Daily staff writer
Three-time Emmy award-winning writer and director Lila Garrett, and actress Susan Dey, spoke
out against Reagan to a crowd of
about 75 students yesterday in the
Student Union Amphitheater.
The rally, which was sponsored
jointly by the SJSU Women’s Center
and Sister Spirit-Women’s Collective, was an attempt to inform
women on vital issues in the presidential campaign.
Garrett said the difference between Reagan and Mondale is the
difference between charm and character.
"We look at Ronald Reagan and
say he’s warm because he’s charming and we look at Mondale and say
he’s cold because he’s not charming," said Garrett. "We’re in the
business of creating images. The
public is not used to looking for substance, but for form. If only Tom
Selleck would run against Reagan."
Garrett then launched into a
comparison, between Mondale and
aborReagan on certain issues
tion, the arms race, the national
budget and others.
"Reagan is against abortion,"
continued on page 6

Ron Barrett
. . . Student Union Director
add the line "in accordance with proposed Plan Two" to the wording of
the referendum.
Plan Two was one of four proposed Rec Center plans that were formulated. The results of a survey conducted Oct. 3 and 4 for SUBOD
indicated that students preferred
Plan Two over the other three plans.
According to the plan, recreational facilities would include 8,000
square feet for racquetball courts, 5,000 square feet for weight rooms, 10,000 square feet for multi -purpose
rooms and 20,000 square feet for administration, support and circulation
space.
On Nov. 14 and 15, SJSU students
will vote yes or no on the special election ballot which will be worded as
follows:
Supports the sale of bonds and
construction of a $21 million complex,
in accordance with proposed Plan
Two, consisting of a 5,500-seat multipurpose arena with theater sound
and lights for concerts and special
events plus recreational facilities for
basketball, volleyball, racquetball,
weight training, etc., and an aquatics
center. Funding will come from an
increase in Student Union fees spring
semester 1985 by $10 and an increase
fall semester 1985 by $18. ( Total Student Union/Rec Center fees are now
$29 per semester; would be $39 spring
1985; and by fall 1985 would be $57).
Fees for the Rec Center will equal $38
per semester.

84
SJSU poll backs Reagan
By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer
Conservatism seems to have swept SJSU students
at least those taking political science courses,
according to results from a poll conducted by department faculty over a two-week period in October
The poll reached 24 classes within the department
and included 708 students. Results were broken down
between responses gained by students enrolled in General Education courses within the department, and

thOse taking upper-division classes.
Results revealed that of the 591 students enrolled
in General Ed courses, 51.7 percent favored Reagan,
40.7 percent favored Mondale and 7.6 percent were undecided.
Upper division classes, which contained more political science majors, illustrated a contradictory response by favoring the election of Mondale by 65 percent, Reagan by 30.6 percent, with 3.4 percent undecontinued on page ii

Teachers review ballot issues
By Mike Di Marco
and Margaret Connor
Daily staff writers

Arguments at the dinner table,
on the bus or in the classroom become mute after the polls close tonight.
But voters still have time to give
a "yes" or "no" to California propositions, and mark their choice for
U.S. president. The Spartan Daily
asked several SJSU political science
professors for their views on state
initiatives and the presidential race.
The professors, Martin Birnbach, William Borges, Terry Christensen, Roy Christman, Larry
Gerston and John Wetterman didn’t
always agree, but most had definite

opinions about the ballot
Proposition 36
This initiative would set a 6 percent
lower assessment base on properties that have not changed ownership since Proposition 13 was enacted in 1978. It would overturn a
court ruling that stated that taxes
for pension obligations may exceed
the Proposition 13 limits, and it
would broaden those limits on tax increases to other government fees.
The professors saw both positive and negative effects of this
proposition. The favorable side is
the hoped -for effect of lower property taxes and a requirement of a
two-thirds vote before any new
taxes could be imposed. The neg-

ative effect would be an increased
fiscal burden on local governments.
"Proposition 36 will have a far
less dramatic impact than Proposition 13 had," Borges said. He said
the proposition won’t affect funding
"because the state is in a good financial state."
Christman saw the effects of
Proposition 36 differently .
"When Proposition 13 passed,
there was a surplus in state funds,"
he said. "Now we have a surplus. If
Proposition 36 passes and local governments have financial problems,
the state will have to bail them out
This means increased centralization
continued on page
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Editorial

Wrestlers are losers in this match
SJSU WAS supposed to have two wrestling
matches with California State College at
Bakersfield this season. Unfortunately,
because of bad feelings between the coaches,
players and administration of the two schools,
the meets were cancelled.
SJSU decided not to participate in the
meets. The reason given was threats of physical violence against Spartan players, but we
feel there is an odor of sour grapes surrounding the decision.
The present situation started when former SJSU wrestling coach, T.J. Kerr, decided
to coach at Cal State Bakersfield this season.
Ten former SJSU wrestlers decided to follow
Kerr to Bakersfield. This caused friction between the two schools.
The bad feelings grew to the point where
SJSU Associate Athletic Director Vern Wagner said there were reports of physical violence against new SJSU wrestling coach Dale
Kestel and his Spartan wrestlers.
Defending his position in cancelling the
meets, Wagner said holding the meets would
increase tension between the two schools.
The cancellation didn’t help the tension as
much as it hurt the wrestlers from the two
teams.
The Spartan team was decimated from
the loss of ten of their best wrestlers and head
coach who won 10 PCAA titles in 12 years

for SJSU
The Spartans are rebuilding this season.
To rebuild, you need experience, which is
acheived by practicing and competing. How
are the Spartan wrestlers, none of whom are
seniors, going to recieve their much-needed
experience if wrestling meets are cancelled?
The wrestlers are in the middle of an administrative squabble. It’s too bad the administration of SJSU hasn’t accepted any of the
compromises made by Kerr, one of which was
Kerr’s offer to stay in Bakersfield when his
team played the Spartans at SJSU.
The cancellation of the wrestling meet
was a bad move in more than one way. Wagner, by putting the reason of the cancellation
on reported threats, inadvertently puts SJSU
in a bad light. Wagner wouldn’t say where the
threats were coming from.
A possible reason for the cancellation
could be the defection of Kerr to Bakersfield.
Jack Elway moved from the SJSU head football coaching spot to the same position at
Stanford. There was no cancellation of that
game.
The decision to cancel the meets has already been made. SJSU administrators will
have to live with their decision. And the people
most affected by the cancellation, the SJSU
and Cal State Bakersfield wrestlers, have no
say in the matter.

Going to bat for baseball changes
The designated hitter. To bat or not to bar’ That IN a
question that has plagued baseball fanatics since its inception in the early 1970s.
When it was introduced, by former Oakland A’s
owner Charley Finley, the league offices and club owners
looked at Finley like he was coming out of an Abner Doubleday nightmare. They were heard to shout out grievances like, "what, and breakup many years of tradition,"
and, "no way, the fans will never go for it."
But with many hours of discussions and owners meet -

Marty
Picone

ings. Finley was finally able to convince the American
League clubs that his approach to "exciting baseball,"
was a reasonable and not so ridiculous one.
So now, a little over a decade since it has been in
American League club existence, the question is whether
to rid the one-league rule of the D.H. or have the National
League finally give in and open it’s traditionally-shut
doors
Every year the Major League owners convene for
their league meetings and discuss the possibilities of accepting the rule as law for both leagues. And every year
one or two more National League team owners either
change their mind to favor or oppose the D.H. rule.

But in the past few years, the needed nutnber of owners to pass and accept the D.H. ruling keeps inching its
way closer to adopting the existing rule already being
used by the American League. But there is still stiff opposition.
For example, this years Series matching the National
League San Diego Padres and the American League Detroit Tigers, saw the usage of the D.H. But Padre manager Dick Williams, who was pleased to have the D.H. position on his side this year, but had a very weak bench and
no depth, had difficulties filling the D.H. position. A problem very rare to American League managers.
The American League managers, who would never
argue against the D.H. ruling, use its advantages to replace a weak, non-hitting pitcher, with a power-hitting,
home run-potential batter, which was the main idea behind the D.H. in the first place.
Another argument favoring the usage of the D.H. is
when National League managers, who have been either
fired or have resigned, become skippers of American
League clubs. There alegiance to the National League’s
no D.H. ruling goes out the door. Case in point, is the Series champion Detroit Tigers’ manager Sparky Anderson,
who was previously employed by the National League
Cincinnati Reds.
Now true, the D.H. does step away from the traditional usage of the pitcher hitting for himself and forces
more strategy and exciting ploys by the National League
manager. But I favor the existence of more hitting and offensive punch.
I think it’s time for the National League team owners
to realize their fans are being cheated from the high scoring and exciting games the American League teams
usually produce. So lets see the D.H. in the National
League and lets get down to some hefty batting.
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AND THE MORAL MAJORITY
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist pushes reader to write
I have been putting this letter off for some time, but
after Joe Roderick’s latest article on the football team
(Strictly Sports, Spartan Daily, Oct. 31), it became a necessity. He first upset me with his story on Thomas Henley being the hero of the Stanford game. I think Bob
Frasco, who played the whole game hurt, was the hero.
Whether Henley was the hero or not, I really did not want
to read about him in the Spartan Daily.
Roderick did get on my good side when he wrote
about the lack of fan support at the football games. He
urged everyone to try and attend the games, but the next
week he wrote that it was a waste of time and why bother.
He said that the volleyball game that night was much
more exciting. I am not saying it wasn’t. I was there and
it was very exciting, but he should not compare it to the
football game.
Then in opening his story on the Fresno game, he says
that "Randy Walker continues to chip away at the ugly
memory of the fumble against Stanford." 1 am an equipment manager for the team and around them every day.
That fumble has long been forgotten by everyone but the
Daily. Finally, I would like to know if he was at the same
San Jose-Fresno game that I was at? How can he call a
last minute two-point conversion to give the Spartans and
18-17 victory over arch-rival Fresno a semi-wild victory?
In case he didn’t notice, or left early, the players and fans
went absolutely crazy.
I am not complaining about his style of writing, just
some of his subject matter and choice of words. I feel he
should concentrate on just Spartan athletes and an occasional AP story, but not on a so called hero from another
school. He should also try to make his stories a little more
positive. I know everything in the world is not always
good, but why write, you would have been better off
watching an old movie than the San Jose-Southwest Louisiana game.
John Casale
Junior
Business Management

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, maior,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed. Letters can be delivered to the Daily. upstairs in Dwight
Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the first floor of the
Student Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel and length.
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Boy Wonder
WAS PROBABLY the most ridiculous passage
IT
I had heard from anyone. At least that’s what I
thought at the time. "I’m trying to find myself."
What a load of pap. I could never fathom the reason
or rationality of the statement. I always knew where
I was, provided of course, that I hadn’t been sinking
some drinks.
I had heard the statement everywhere; it was
the universally accepted utterance of troubled
youth. It was the post-puberty, late-teenage, pre
adulthood anthem.
It was idiotic.
How, I would think, could anyone sink to the
depth of stupidity where all reason is lost in a tide of
self-doubt and psychotic tendencies? I could never
picture myself standing in front of the mirror
asking, "Who am I?" What a waste of precious time,
and besides, I knew who! was, and so did everyone
else, because they all seemed to be bothering me
about something.
Those self-doubting and oft -troubled wonderers,
were experiencing, so I was told, a personality
crisis. Recently, in my literature class, we had a
discussion about the effects of a personality crisis
and how it shaped our personality. I thought it was
all mental fodder, because I’ve yet to find someone
who has a fully developed personality. I told the
teacher it was conceivable that people never
develop personalities, but only work on developing
one. Sort of like the university’s parking garages a
never ending process.
But one day, in the throes of another bout with
Emotional Fascism, I wondered who! was, what I
was doing in life, where I was going, and why I had
countless personalites? Then I got a headache and
felt like the idiots! had mocked when !purportedly
had my head on straight.
Worrying about all of this, a particularly
annoying habit of mine since it continually reminds
me that I’m mired in hypocrisy, has led to some
surprising observations. I know who lam, but!
really don’t know why my parents wanted me. I
know what I’m doing in life, but! don’t know why
I’m continually screwing it up. I know where I’m
going, but it seems to be in the wrong direction. And
I know why I have countless personalities I’m
psychotic.
No, that’s just another attempt to shun the
responsibility of discovering who lam. I know now,
that God makes everyone go through this sometime.
He happened to pick 1984 for me, which is pretty
Orwellian if you think about it.
ALL THROUGH this tiring process, I
AND,
have discovered more about myself than I
would care to, and each answer brings
another question. I’ve found, for the most part, that
I’m inclined to solitude, depression, spending large
amounts of money that I can’t repay, not doing
homework, drinking far too often, and a host of other
failures.
This would all be easy to accept, but they are all
rendered baseless at other times. Because I can also
explore the depths of human cohabitation, live with
the power of overabundant optimism, make my own
lunches and wear the same clothes, evolve into a
studious intellectual and refrain from the hops and
barley.
But, more importantly, I have learned that even
those characteristics described above, represent
only a fraction of my personality and can be erased
and added, multiplied and expanded upon, on any
given day. So, what it all comes down to is the mood,
the company, the degree of Emotional Fascism, and
the individual choice I make as to what kind of
monster or angel I will be, in relation to days of the
week and months of the year.
I’ve also learned that I’m full of personalities,
hut not nearly enough tithe satisfied. And the
ultimate goal in life is not discovering yourself, but
ripening up to someone special and letting that
person bring it out.
Tim Goodman is the forum editor
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Spartans’ fencing team carves up USF
SJSU loses one match,
but coach isn’t impressed
By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
The Spartan fencing team destroyed USF in their opening match
of the season Friday, 27-1, but SJSU
head coach Mike D’Asaro wasn’t
overly impressed with his team.
"It’s always good to start with a
win," D’Asaro said, but you have to
take into consideration that USF is a
very young team.
"They (SJSU fencers) know they
better not get overconfident."
Collegiate fencing is split into
three parts, sabre, epee, and foil.

Fencing
In sabre competition, combatants score points only by striking
their opponent from the waist up, and
the first player to be "touched" five
times loses.
Sabre is generally regarded as
the most aggressive competition, and
the Spartans took all nine matches
from the Dons. Jessie Degillo, Craig
Van Der Voorn, and Dirk Meier all
went 3-0, and received only 15 touches
while giving out 45.
Epee is the most traditional fencing event, and contestants score by
hitting any part of an opponent’s
body. If a player is touched in epee,
he can also receive a point by striking
his opponent’s back within 1/25 of a
second. Electronic equipment is used
to score the event.
The Spartans won eight of nine
matches in the epee competition,
with Anthony Clark winning all three
of his, and Eugene Ching suffering
the lone Spartan loss on the day.
In foil, the third fencing cat-

Ruling says
Raiders
must stay
in L.A.
WASHINGTON (AP) The National Football League was left powerless Monday to block future franchise shifts after losing a Supreme
Court appeal challenging the move of
the Super Bowl champion Raiders
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egory, players try to strike their op
ponent’s upper torso. The Spartans
won all nine foil matches against
USF.
Deidi Clark Hinton won all of his
foil matches, getting touched only
twice in three contests, and is generally considered the Spartans’ most
talented fencer. He certainly is the
most experienced, with 41,2 years of
combat and a first-place finish in last
year’s Western Collegiate competition.
"I like foil the best," Hinton said.
"In general, it’s harder than the others more intellectual."
Clark thinks his younger teammates are "coming along well," but
sees the need for things to be kept
simple.
"The mechanics aren’t that well
evolved in college," he explained,
"because you don’t have enough time
to develop them."
D’Asaro has developed some excellent fencers over the years, as he
coached the 1976 U.S. Olympic team
in Montreal and the ’75 and ’79 U.S.
Pan American Games representatives. D’AsarO’s wife, Gay, is a twotime national champion, and his son,
Michael Jr., is the U.S. Junior Sabre
champion.
D’Asaro would like to see his son
compete for the Spartans "if he gets
his grades up."
There aren’t enough teams on the
West Coast to start a conference, as
USF, Stanford, and UC-Santa Cruz
make up the Spartans’ Northern California competition. Long Beach State
and Fullerton State have been added
to foil competition this year.
"Our big competition is with
Sta nford, "D’ Asa ro said.
from Oakland to Los Angeles.
The justices, without comment or
recorded dissent, left intact a ruling
that the league’s control over franchise moves violated federal antitrust laws.
The NFL still may turn to Congress for help, seeking an exemption
to the antitrust laws. NFL officials
said no decision has been made on
whether to renew a lobbying campaign for such an exemption.
But a league lawyer said the situation looked bleak after the Supreme
Court setback.
"In football terms, it’s a little
like them having the ball on our 20.

NHL Oilers
playing D
these days
EDMONTON, Alberta (API
Glen Sather, general manager-coach
of the Stanley Cup champion Edmonton Oilers, likes to motivate his National Hockey League club by issuing
challenges to them. The Oilers always have responded.
His challenge this season? Become the No. 1 defensive team in the
NHL. Last year the Oilers were 10th
in defense, No. 1 in offense,
"It seems funny to me to sit here
and even consider the possibility of
going from 10th to first," assistant
coach John Muckler said recently before the Oilers began their current
five-game road trip.
"Two years ago you would never
have convinced me of that. But they
seem to be having fun doing it so
maybe it’ll continue."
The Oilers, the highest scoring
team in NHL history, suddenly are
the No. I team defensively this season, giving up just 28 goals in 12
games. That change has moved them
to within two games of tying the record for the longest unbeaten streak
at the start of a season.
With its 2-1 victory in Winnipeg
Sunday, Edmonton now is unbeaten
in 12 games. The Montreal Canadiens
had 11 victories and three ties to
begin the 1943-44 season,
The Oilers, the best road team in
the league last season, play the Penguins in Pittsburgh Tuesday night
and then the Devils in New Jersey
Thursday. If they get past those two
teams, they would have a shot at
breaking the record Friday in Landover, Md., against the Washington
Capitals.
"Everyone knows it’s there," left
wing Glenn Anderson said of the record. "We’re looking forward to the
challenge."
While the streak is the initial
goal, the Oilers are within range of it
because of their response to Sather’s
season-long challenge.
"So they’re going to win the Vezina (Trophy) and silence us critics,
eh?" laughed television commentator Howie Meeker, one of those critics who often said the Oilers couldn’t
play defense.
In eight of Edmonton’s 12 games,
goalies Andy Moog and Grant Fuhr
have surrendered two goals or less
Last year they only had 13 such
games.
Moog and Fuhr have identical 50-1 records

Yoriko Noguchi
SJSU’s Cole Harkness deft
with 15 seconds left to go and three
timeouts left for them," said Patrick
Lynch, a Los Angeles lawyer for the
NFL.
Lawyers for the other side said
that assessement holding out some
hope for forcing the Raiders back to
Oakland was unrealistic.
The league separately has been
ordered to pay $49 million to the
Raiders and their new home, the Los
Angeles Coliseum an award now
being challenged in a federal appeals
court.

competes against a UR(’ fencer.
Lynch said it was conceivable
that the federal appeals court in that
case could reverse its previous ruling
and reinstate the NFL’s rule on franchise moves.
But Howard Daniels, a lawyer
for the Los Angeles Coliseum, said:
"If that happens, I will walk over to
Pat Lynch’s office and eat his desk."
Joseph M. Alioto of San Francisco, an attorney for the Raiders,
said stripping the NFL of power to
control franchise shifts "will be very
good and beneficial for everyone in-

Daily staff photographer

SJSU opened its season Friday, beating the Dons, 27-1.
volved not only the Raiders and the
Los Angeles Coliseum but for cities
everywhere."
The Coliseum was the original
challenger to the NFL’s power over
the location of teams.
In 1978, the Coliseum’s operators
lost their major tenant, the Los Angeles Rams, when that team moved
to a new stadium in Anaheim, Calif.
Al Davis, the Raiders’ owner,
subsequently began negotiating with
the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Davis moved the Raiders to Los

Angeles in 1982.
The NFL said the move violated
a league rule that required threefourths of its teams to approve any
franchise shift.
But a federal jury decided the
league restriction was illegal, and in
February the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, by a 2-1 vote, upheld the
jury verdict.
Baltimore city officials also
joined the NFL in urging the Supreme Court to restore the league’s
power over franchise locations.
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UNLV makes Spartans
another shutout victim
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer

Any hopes the Spartan soccer
team had of adding zest to an otherwise dismal season were dashed by
the University of Nevada -Las Vegas
in the PCAA championship game
Sunday.
Lead by second-half goals from
Gavin Spaulding and Robbie Ryer-

Soccer
son, the Rebels were able to record
their seventh straight shutout, beating SJSU, 2-0, in Las Vegas.
"Since the Fresno State game

(Oct. 24), we haven’t had very much
offense," Spartan goalie John Olejnik
said. "We’d work the ball down to the
goal and we’d lose it a majority of the
time. We’re just not being very creative on our offensive attack."
Spartan coach Julius Menendez
wasn’t impressed with the play of the
Rebels, who entered with a 13-2-3 record.
"They played well enough to beat
us, but they didn’t play too exceptional, either," Menendez said.
"They had a lot of momentum going
into the game."
The loss dropped the Spartans to
6-13-1 overall, their worst overall re-

Gilbert scores three
paces SJSU past Cal
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer

Forward Jeannie Gilbert scored
three goals to pace the Spartan field
hockey team past the UC-Berkeley, 4-

Field Hockey
1, in a NorPac Athletic Conference
contest Friday.
Gilbert’s three-goal performance
upped her season total to 21, best in
the NorPac Conference, giving her a
1.3 average per game. She was also
named the NorPac Athlete of the
Week for the fourth time this year.
Gilbert’s goals helped the Spartans up their record to 7-0-1 in NorPac and 10-2-2 overall. The Spartans
had locked up their fourth straight
title Wednesday, beating UOP. But
the Spartans out-did themselves
against Cal.
"We played our best defensive
game of the season and probably our
best overall game in the past two or
three years," Spartan coach Carolyn
Lewis said. "We were relaxed and
confident, but not overconfident. Everything was just right. We just exe-

cuted very well and passed fantastically."
The Spartans weren’t fantastic in
the first half, scoring only one goal.
But they scored three in the second
half to ice the win.
The Spartans’ first goal came in
the 11th minute of the first half, when
Gilbert was awarded a penalty shot.
Gilbert, in a one-on-one face-off,
pushed the ball into the net for the 1-0
score.
With only 23 second expired in
the second half, Gilbert broke lose for
her second goal, giving the Spartans
a 2-0 lead.
The Spartan offense continued to
dominate offensive play in the second
half. A penalty corner shot from Allison McCargo, her eighth goal of the
season, and Gilbert’s third goal of the
game made it 4-0.
Overall, Lewis was extremely
pleased with the victory. She said the
decisive win will help the Spartans
entering a first -round match against
the University of Iowa this weekend.
"This game was definitely a momentum builder for the games
ahead," Lewis said. "I’m looking forward to the playoffs."
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cord in 22 years.
The Spartans qualified for the
championship game by winning the
PCAA’s Northern Division with a 2-1
record.
Both teams were scoreless after
the first half. The Rebels had out-shot
the Spartans, 6-1, but no harm was
rendered.
"In the first half we played good,
disciplined soccer," Spartan forward
Scott Chase said. "We kept their offense pretty much idle and broke up
their passes. But then in the second
half, the hinges fell off."
Not only the hinges fell off, but
the whole door - which slammed on
the Spartans.
"The problem with our offense
was that no one was moving off the
ball, which is the key for a good offense," Chase explained. "What that
means is that nobody would try to
break lose from a defender and get in
the clear."
But the door on the Spartans’ defense also gave way.
With less than six minutes expired, UNLV was able to break
through the SJSU defense.
Spaulding scored his 11th goal of
the year and the first of the contest on
a head shot past an out -stretched Olejnik.
"It was a real professional shot,"
Olejnik said. "They set the ball up
very well and there was nothing I
could do about it."
The second goal came with 28
minutes gone in the second half,
when Ryerson lofted a shot past Olejnik. It was Ryerson’s 17th goal of the
season.
A couple of Spartans said the
were hindered by arriving 90 minutes
before the 1:30 p.m. match.
"It was kind of ridiculous,"
Chase said.
"Personally, it was a little upset
ting for me," Olejnik added.
But it may not have mattered
what time the Spartans arrived. The
were playing a team that had
blanked 13 of its last 18 opponents.
"We just didn’t really play good
soccer," Chase said.
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Yonko Noguchi - Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Jesus Perez (left) battles Fullerton
State’s James Thompson in a game last

week. The Spartans lost to Las Vegas, 2-0. in
the PCAA championship game Sunday.

Spartans, Lofland
take 2nd in tourney
SJSU’s women’s golf team
played its third tournament of the
year this past weekend, finishing
second for the third time.
Stanford won its own threeday tournament this weekend with

"I’m really happy," Lofland
said. "It was good to come here
and do well."
Lofland finished seventh in
the Spartans’ first tournament in
Utah, hosted by Brigham Young
University, and took a ninth in
Sacramento last month. She credits the constant competition
among the Spartans with keeping
her sharp in tournament play.
"The team is making the
team improve," Lofland said,
"We have players staying home
who played last year.
"We have a lot of depth. It’s
nice to know all of the players will
do well wherever wc go."

Golf
a combined score of 895, while the
Spartans finished 10 strokes back
at 905. Arizona State finished third
with a score of 923.
Stanford’s Kathy McCarthey
shot a record 211 on her own
course, while SJSU’s 17-year-old
freshman Dana Lofland took second with a 221.

***************************************
Professional Resume & Writing Service
Job Resume
Composition & Editing
Speech Writing
Interview Preparation
Business Letters
Joseph DeVera

Daily staff photographer

SJSU volleyball players celebrate in a recent match at home. The Spartans beat Kentucky twice on the road last weekend.

SJSU tops Kentucky twice
By Eric Rice
Daily staff writer

Rebounding from a disparaging
loss to UOP Wednesday, SJSU’s volleyball team won two non -conference

Volleyball
matches against the University of
Kentucky this past weekend.
SJSU pounded Kentucky in six
straight games, 15-9, 15-12, 15-11, on
Saturday, and 15-7, 15-11, 15-9, Sunday. The two wins raised SJSU’s
overall record to 19-7.
"We totally dominated them,
Spartan coach Dick Montgomery
said via the telephone after Sunday’s
victory.
The team is scheduled to play the
University of Tennessee tonight.
Against the Wildcats Saturday,
Montgomery said the Spartans came
out a little weak.
"We played terrible," he said.
"Fortunately, they played worse. It

was not a good match."
The Spartans spread out their
kills more evenly Saturday than in
previous matches. Felicia Schutter,
who usually accounts for blocks
rather than kills, led the team with 10
spikes and had a .667 hitting percentage. Linda Fournet followed with
eight kills, Julie Braymen had seven,
Christa Cook six and Barbara Higgins three.
To prepare for Sunday’s match,
Montgomery made the team study videotapes of Saturday’s match
against Kentucky and Wednesday’s
contest against UOP. He said it gave
the team an opportunity to see where
it has been faltering and said it will
help in future matches.
Fournet spiked the Wildcats for
16 kills and a .438 hitting percentage
Sunday. Montgomery said Cook and
Braymen also played well offensively. Cook scored with 13 kills.
"It has certainly turned out better than I expected it to at this point,"

Stanford QB out again?
STANFORD (API - Stanford’s
football team heads for the sunny
Southwest and the University of Arizona on Saturday, still with a chance
for a winning season but probably
without starting quarterback John
Pa ye
Stanford coach Jack Elway said
Paye strained a tendon on the middle
finger of his right hand - yes, his
throwing hand - in the second guar-

ter of Saturday’s 20-11 loss to Southern California Paye, who missed
four games earlier this season with a
broken index finger, is listed as uncertain for the Wildcats.
"The way I evaluate it today is
that it will be very, very unlikely that
he will play against Arizona," Elway
said "It’s pretty difficult to throw a
football with a splint on your finger."

Montgomery said of the road trip
"But we still have to beat Tennes
see"
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SJSU Alumni Association opposes Jarvis initiative

Hy Mary Green
Daily staff writer
Add to the list of opponents to
Proposition 36 the Alumni Council of
the California State University system. The council recently voted to oppose the proposition and take a "no
stand" on Proposition 37.
Reasons for the council’s opposition to Proposition 36 are three-fold,
said Shari Celover, SJSU Alumni Association director.
If Proposition 36 was approved,
the council believes it would prohibit
CSU schools from selling bonds for

capital improvements, Celover said.
Local governments would run
into financial problems and the state
would be required to bail them out.
"This would leave less money in the
general fund and would hurt
schools," she said.
Additionally, student fees would
be controlled and could not be raised
without a two-thirds vote of the people.
Celover could not give the actual
count of the council’s vote, but said
that most members voted to oppose
the proposition.

Proposition 36 calls for issuing
tax refunds to some property owners
and puts restrictions on real property
taxation, on new tax measures and on
charging fees.
Analysts have predicted the
proposition will cause revenue losses
to both state and local governments
of $2.8 billion the first year and $1.1
billion each subsequent year. It
would limit fee increases to the consumer price index, unless more is approved by a two-thirds majority of
voters.
Other opponents to Proposition 36

includes the state Chamber of Commerce, the CSU Board of Trustees
and the CSU Academic Senate.
The Alumni Council also voted to
take a "no stand" on Proposition 37.
"We felt is was not written well,"
Celover said.
Proposition 37 is the state lottery
initiative that, if passed, would allow
the state to sponsor a lottery. If established, 50 percent of the lottery
revenue received would be given out
as prizes, 34 percent would go to education and 16 percent would go to lottery expenses.

The estimated division of the
money for education would be 80 percent to grammar and high schools, 13
percent to community colleges; 5
percent to the California State University system; and 2 percent to the
University of California The lottery
is expected to generate from $900 million to $2 billion.
"We felt it had negatives on both
sides and that was why we voted to
take a ’no stand’," Celover said "It
does allocate 5 percent to the CSU
system and it would have been foolish
to oppose a proposition that gives us
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money. At the same time, the proposition calls for the state to promote
gambling and not all of the council
members approved of this
The Alumni Council comprises 38
members from the 19 schools in the
CSU system. Celover said the council
consists of half volunteers and half
staff members from the alumni associations at each campus.
From SJSU the representatives
to the council include Celover as a
staff member and the President of
the Alumni Association, which is a
volunteer position.
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A landslide sweep for Reagan
may not cause coattail effect
By Walter R. Mears
Associated Press Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON A president’s
mandate is whatever he says it is, for
however long he can make it stick.
Landslides help and coattails count,
but the power to govern does not
come with a guarantee of the power
to lead effectively.
On every political form chart,
President Reagan is looking at a
landslide in today’s election, with a
50-state shutout in reach. His coattail
pulling power for Republican congressional candidates remains to be
tested. It was potent in 1980. But the
last Republican to win re-election in a
runaway did little or nothing for the
rest of the ticket.

Mondale’s only hope
is in a pollconfounding
turnabout that would
outrank Truman’s
1948 upset.
Walter F. Mondale’s only hope is
in a poll -confounding turnabout that
would outrank Harry S. Truman’s
1948 upset for sheer surprise. Should
that happen, by one vote, he would
have a mandate as clear as any landslide to try and undo the Reagan revolution.
For the mandate of any election
is simply the authority to govern. The
man who has it determines by his
deeds how strong and lasting his own
power will be. Jimmy Carter squandered his on an ineffective, indecisive
presidency and lost to Reagan after a
term. Less than two years after his
greatest of Republican landslides,
Richard M. Nixon surrendered his
Watergate-crippled presidency.
The votes that pick a president on
today will not foretell the strength of
the administration ahead. Victory
margins are for the record books.
When Reagan’s campaign press
secretary, James Lake, raised the
possibility that the president might
carry all 50 states, he said that kind
of showing would rearm the administration.
That has some validity in Reagan’s case, simply because his people
and the pollsters are talking about it.
A shutout, incidentally, applies
only to the 50 states. Not even the
most optimistic Republican has suggested that Reagan can deny Mon dale the three electoral votes of the
District of Columbia.

Reagan defeated Carter by 10
percentage points in a three-way
presidential race in 1980, and his Republican ticket prospered. The GOP
gained 12 Senate seats to take control, and 33 in the House. Those gains
in the Democratic House produced
the coalition that enabled the presi-

Analysis
dent to win his big tax and spending
cut victories during his first two
years.
That conservative coalition was
undone when the Republicans lost 26
House seats in 1982.
Reagan’s coattail pull would tell
something about his mandate for the
second term he seeks. Republicans
acknowledge that the Democrats
may pick up a handful of seats in the
Senate even if Reagan does win by
landslide. The GOP has more at risk;
Republicans hold 19 of the seats at
stake on today, the Democrats 14.
The Democrats don’t think they
can wrest away control of the Senate,
now Republican by a 55-45 margin.
But if they can whittle that GOP majority now, they will strengthen their
chances of taking charge in 1986,
when off-year odds favor the party
out of White House power.
It would take a 50-seat gain to put
Republicans in control of the House,
and nobody expects that. But a gain
of 18 to 25 seats could enable Rea -

ATTENTION
ATTENTION
ALL COMPUTER
SCIENCE
STUDENTS
Date:
Wed., Nov. 7,1984
(tomorrow)

I.E.E.E.
Computer Society
Presents

Open House
Day
Where: MacQuarrie Hall
Rm. 423

From: 3:30 pm
To: 5:30 pm

(Refreshments Served)

gan’s forces to fashion a reunion of
the conservative coalition in the first
two years of a second term.
With that in mind, the GOP put
on a late-campaign push for their
congressional candidates.
Walter R. Mears, executive editor
of The Associated Press, has been covering presidential politics for two decades. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his
coverage of the 1976 campaign.
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Opponents say Prop. 36 not democratic
l’a ge 6

continued from page i
of power."
Christensen said the effects of Proposition 36 would
amount to a massive setback for local government.
"It would reduce local authority, "he said, "and local
government is where we can most readily influence the
law.
"The major importance of Proposition 36 is that a
two-thirds vote would be needed for new taxes. It’s not
democratic because a minority are the two-thirds who
vote against taxes. One-third can rule on the taxing fate of
the community."
Wetterman said the proposition would repair interpretations the court has made on Proposition 13.
"It will restore the requirements of a popular vote on
tax increase," he said.
Proposition 37
This initiative would legalize a state-run lottery and earmark half of the estimated 8580 million annual profits for
public schools.
Although some of the professors felt passage of the
lottery initiative could ease the financial burden of the
state, most felt the proposition might cause a decline in
state-issued money for education.

’There’s as much chance of Walter Mondale winning as
the SJSU Spartans winning the next 10 Super Bowls.’
William Borges

’Reapportionment shouldn’t be shifted to aging, white
males who don’t represent the people. Judges have a
valid point of view, but not always the right one.’
Terry Christensen

"It should not have a profound effect on educational
funding," Gerston predicted.
"If it raises an appreciable amount of money, it may
relieve the state’s burden."

’The proposition (38) is only advisory, for the state is
pre-empted by federal law. It is similar to the nuclear
freeze bill, in that it will instruct the federal
government about our opposition to bilingual ballots.’

Christman said it will not raise much money for education. If the lottery brings in extra money, he said, the
state Legislature can then reduce the schools’ allotment
from the state budget.
Christensen was asked if he thought Gov. George
Deukmejian would reduce state educational funds.
"I would if I were him," Christensen said.
"The trouble is that it is not a very favorable source
of education funding," he said.
Birnbach agreed. "It’s ridiculous to even attempt to
tie gambling with education funding. The implications
are that gam Wing and education are tied together in more
than the metaphorical way."

Larry

’If Proposition 36 passes and local governments have
financial problems, the state will have to bail them out.
This means increased centralization of power.’
Ro3,. Christman

"This proposition will put government into the business of urging people to take a chance," Christman said.
"It is bad social policy for a government to promote a
’take a chance’ mentality."
Proposition 38
This initiative would direct the governor to write letters to
the president, Congress and the U.S. Attorney General
urging federal legislation to require that all ballot materials be printed in English only.
While this initiative is only advisory, some of the professors questioned its value in our society.
"It (Proposition 38) would have significant effects on
California because we have the largest refugee population," Christensen said. "It would discourage refugee
populations from voting."
It won’t encourage them to learn English as supporters say, he said.
"Sentiments against immigrants to the state will surface in the passage of this proposition," Gerston said.
"The proposition is only advisory, for the state is preempted by federal law," he said. "It is similar to the nuclear freeze bill, in that it will instruct the federal government about our opposition to bilingual ballots."
Wetterman said he thinks the proposition would have
long-term effects.
"If it passes, it will be a popular statement against a
bilingual country," he said.
Disagreeing, Christensen said English-only ballots
"go against our diverse and tolerant society.
"It’s only an advisory, symbolic vote," he said. "I’d
rather opt for symbols of diversity and tolerance."
Proposition 39
This initiative would take reapportionment permanently
out of the hands of the Legislature and give it to a commission of eight retired appellate court judges, picked by
lot. The commission would draw new lines for the state’s
45 congressional and 120 legislative districts for 1986.
The professors agreed passage of Proposition 39

Gerston

would affect both political parties’ power bases.
"Reapportionment is a political issue and it should be
left as a political issue," Birnbach said. "If the Republicans want to increase their power, they should do so by
winning elections."
Judges would not be appropriate because they aren’t
non-partisan, he said.
Christensen agreed, saying he doesn’t like commissions, even if members are from the court.
"Reapportionment shouldn’t be shifted to aging,
white males who don’t represent the people," he said.
"Judges have a valid point of view, but not always the
right one.Christma n disagreed.
"The proposition will give the duty to retired judges
who will try to be as non-partisan as possible," Christman
said.
"In 1973, neither party could decide on reapportionment and handed it to the courts," he said. "The court did
a good job."
One professor said reapportionment is a political
issue and should remain so.
"This is a partisan issue," Wetterman said. "Democrats are against it and Republicans are for it. It will defeat the current pro-Democratic apportionment plan."
Proposition 40
This initiative would prohibit political contributions from
corporations and labor unions, and limit contributions
from individuals to $1,000 per year to any single candidate
and $10,000 overall. It would also prohibit transfers of po-

litical funds from one candidate to another, and limit contributions to political action committees to $250 per year.
The public incorrectly perceives this proposition as a
way to control big money, which it won’t, Gerston said.
"Trying to enforce it would be difficult and there
might be constitutional problems related to the First
Amendment and the California Constitution," Birnbach
said.
In the past, the courts have ruled that it restricts freedom of speech, Christensen said.
"It might be ruled invalid," he said.
Borges said the proposition would fail because "people are fed up with reform measures." If it does pass,
Borges said both parties would suffer.
"Democrats who like to transfer money to other campaigns would suffer," Borges said. "Republicans would
suffer because it would limit the amount of money they
receive."
"The present system of financial campaigning is
fine," Christman said. "All campaign donations and expenditures are disclosed. This proposition won’t take
money out of politics, it will take money out of campaigns."
Proposition It
This initiative would cap welfare and Medi-Cal spending
at 110 percent of the average of the other 49 states. It
would also allow the Legislature to exceed that limit by a
two-thirds vote.
Although the professors agreed there is a need for reform in the state’s welfare programs, they expressed concern for the initiative’s affects on lower income groups.

4

"There is need for reform," Birnbach said, "but this
’meat axe’ approach is not appropriate. There is need for
reform in the area of Medical and especially hospital cost
containment."
Birnbach said recent actions by Congress could be
combined with Health Maintenance Operations to offer a
comprehensive approach for preventive and therapeutic
medical care.
"The proposition will reduce Aid to Families with Dependent Children by 60 percent and Medi-Cal by 36 percent," Gerston said. "It will make local government more
dependent upon state funding."
Christensen agreed, saying, "It’s a mean-spirited,
cruel proposition. It cuts aid to people who need it and will
increase the financial burden on county government."
Wetterman disagreed.
"This proposition should limit public expenditures
and decrease the number on welfare rolls," he said.
Presidential Race
All the professors predicted voters will re-elect President
Reagan, although they disagreed about the margin of victory.
"There’s as much chance of Walter Mondale winning
as the SJSU Spartans winning the next 10 Super Bowls,"
Borges said.
If Reagan is re-elected, they predicted the president’s
policies would remain conservative.
"Four more years of Reagan will mean he will be
much more conservative than he’s been," Borges said.
"He’ll assume the conservative agenda has the mandate.
We’ll see a return of fiscal and political authority to the
states. We’ll see severe spending cuts at the national
level, primarily in the area of social services. We’ll see a
clearly defined foreign policy, which would be proNATO."
Borges also predicted Reagan will push for anti -abortion laws, school prayer, tougher law enforcement and
stiffer criminal penalties.
Birnbach expects similar effects of a Reagan re-election.
"Four more Sandra Day O’Connors and two more
George Bushes, higher taxes, an even more unfortunate
balance of trade, more unemployment, more militarism
of our foreign policy and four more years of ’me first.’
"Reagan has been harping on the theme of, ’Aren’t
you better off than you were four years ago?’ "Birnbach
said. "A better question would have been, ’Are your
neighbors better off than they were four years ago?"’
"Next year, Reagan will have to confront the deficit,"
Christman said. "He will have to cut spending or raise
taxes. He will also have to confront who voted for him and
who are appalled at his social positions. Reagan will win
with less of a reservoir of goodwill and respect."
Christensen said he is worried about the effects of
Reagan’s re-election on the Santa Clara Valley.
"The policies and programs in the state would suffer
from less and less federal aid," he said. "Where Reagan
does spend is on defense. In Santa Clara Valley, that is
why unemployment is low. I think our economy is a kind
of phony boom because I can’t imagine the deficit not
catching up with us sometime."
What would happen under a Mondale presidency?
"A Mondale administration would be a reverse of recent trends," Gerston said. "He would reduce the increase in military spending, government attitudes toward
social security, domestic spending and farm support
would change and there would be more spending in these
areas."
"If Mondale wins," Christensen said, "some of us are
going to be disappointed. In California, we’ll be disappointed because defense spending would not be cut, but
would be capped. The foreign policy under Mondale would
be more respectable. I would be proud of a government
that would be responsive to human rights at home and in
other countries."
"The Democrats have already won a victory," Birnbach said. "The Democratic Party was excited, interested and panicked by the Jesse Jackson selection. The
second way the Democrats won this year was their nomination of a woman as vice president. A Mondale/Ferraro
victory would mean. . . four years of experimentation, of
trial and error and of excitement and interest for the people."

Actresses blast Reagan policies in S.U. amphitheater
continued Iron, page I
Garrett said. "Any abortion. If some
creep follows you to your car in the
parking lot and rapes you, Reagan
says you must live with that nightmare for the rest of your life. Reagan
is only pro the unborn life not your
life."
Garrett said that Reagan, since
taking office, has revealed himself in
what he has done, but that he has still
been able to hidc behind a false
image.
"He’s a teflon President nothing he says can stick to him.
"He calls the MX missile the
’Peacemaker,’ he calls anti -abortion
’pro-life,’ he calls the CIA-produced
handbook on terrorism ’The Neutralization Handbook.’ "
Garrett next turned to the subject of Reagan’s budget policies.
"Because he cut the school kinch
program, 3 million needy children

nos go hungry," she said. "He has
also cut education funds to an alltime low, and has attempted to remove 600,000 scholarships.
"The federal budget for 1984 was
$450 billion. Three hundred billion
goes to arms to things that kill people," she said. In comparison, she
said, $16.9 billion goes to education
and $125 million goes to the arts and
humanities the equivalent to two
inches of a nuclear-powered submarine. "The Marine Band gets $2 million more than this.
"Under Reagan, funding for
child-care centers has been cut in
half. Student loans are at an all-time
low. Federal funding for the mentally
disturbed is over. The insane are
wandering the streets.
"And yet we look at Ronald Reagan and say he’s warm and charming," she said.
Garrett said that Reagan is

proud of the invasion of Grenada, but
the country still isn’t aware of what
really went on during the invasion.
"Reagan says we’re now standing tall in the saddle," she said. "The
first thing the army did after they
landed in Grenada was to kill 200 unarmed farmers. Then they bombed a
mental hospital, killing 181 patients.
"Reagan describes this as a glorious moment of history," she said.
After pointing out that it was a vi:
olation of the First Amendment when
Reagan forbid the press to directly
observe the invasion, and saying
there was no possibility of a nuclear
arms freeze while Reagan was in office, Garrett said the public image of
the President has nothing to do with
reality.
"Ronald Reagan is not God,"
Garrett said. "He’s just an old man
who refuses to let go."
Dey, who was a member of the

TV series, "The Partridge Family,"
and has recently starred in "Emerald Point," took her turn at the podium next.
"It’s very tough to stay informed
on Reagan," Dey said. "It’s like trying to catch a grasshopper in a beehive.
Dey said she learned a lot about
hype as the) keyboard player for the
band on "The Partridge Family."
"We didn’t really do the singing," she said. "It was a hype, but a
harmless one. Anyone who sees Ronald Reagan as some kind of nice guy,
father-type image is a victim of the
same kind of hype.
"Madison Avenue is trying to
send Ronald Reagan out for four
more years. Just remember, he’s a
dangerous man.
"The only positive thing about
Reagan is this: After examining his
four-year reign of terror, he has run

Upper division students pick Mondale
continued from page I
cided.
"This survey can in no way be
claimed as scientific, but the responses by the 591 primarily General
Education students should be fairly
representative of a cross-section of
the student body," said political science Prof. James Watson.
Political science Lecturer Roy
Christman said this .was a "straw
poll," which in this case could not be
a complete indicator of the university’s opinion because it was not done
completely randomly. He did concede that generally the larger the
sample the more reliable the results,
and thus the 591 students involved in
General Ed classes could be fairly indicative of prevailing attitudes on

presidential candidates
"We are just seeing what we
have known months before this that
college students are voting for Reagan," Christman said.
Attempting to explain the flipflop of results between the two
groups, Christman said, "upper division students are smarter." He said
that students in upper division
classes, who are primarily political
science majors and journalism students, have an opportunity to comprehensively study political policies,
as opposed to those in General Ed
classes, which are geared towards an
overview.
"Upper-division classes have an
opportunity to really study Reagan’s
nuclear policy or his controversies in-

volving separation of church and
state," Christman said. "G.E. students are more inclined to gain their
understanding of President Reagan
from television and press conferences, where he comes off as a pretty
good guy."
Both Watson and Christman
cited studies showing that students in
liberal arts tend to be more liberal,
and students in the technical fields
tend to be conservative. This holds
true for faculty also, Watson said.
"I don’t know if it is a case of students opting for liberal arts because
they are liberal or that once they are
involved with liberal arts studies,
they become liberal," Christman
said.
Watson said he was surprised by

the conservatism illustrated by the
responses.
"I expected students to be liberal, as they have been in the past,"
he said.
This could be a result of students
re-electing the incumbent or a wish
for things to simply remain as they
have been, he said.
Students were also queried regarding the strength of their preference. An overwhelming number
claimed a strong to moderate desire
for their preference, with few claiming weak inclinations.
This survey cannot accurately
reveal "voter intention," Watson
said, because 109 students within the
two groups were not registered, but
were sampled nonetheless.

the best retire Ronald Reagan campaign anyone could ever do."
Dey said The New York Times
just came out with an endorsement
for the Mondale-Ferraro ticket.
"They cited three reasons why
they could not endorse Ronald Reagan," Dey said. "They said Reagan
has caused pain for a lot of people be-
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cause of his policies They called his
domestic programs repugnant. They
said he has punished the poor. They
said his diplomacy has been dangerous.
"I have never before used my
visibility as an actress to speak out,"
said Dey. "But I must speak out
now."
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Campus
Proposition 37, the initiative that would legalize a
state-run lottery and earmark about $580 million profits
for public schools has been met with opposition from California State University officials.
The majority of the board felt the lottery would be
detrimental to funding for education," CSU trustee Dixon
Harwin said. "They felt it would supplant our source of
funding from the governor," he said.
California Gov. George Deukmejian and Lt. Gov. Leo
McCarthy, ex-officio members of the CSU Board of trustees, led the opposition to the proposition when the board
voted unanimously to oppose the lottery.
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Registration began Friday for SJSU’s spring semester. Students were mailed Computer-Aided Registration
packets last week.
"CAR is the main registration system through the
university and students should take advantage of it," said
Linda Harris, associate director of Admissions and Records. "About 70 to 75 percent of the students that go
through CAR recieve a full schedule," she said.
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A radical proposal to revamp SJSU’s current General
Education program by interlacing classroom instruction
with off-campus involvement was introduced during last
week’s Academic Senate retreat.
The proposed program, introduced by six SJSU professors, would link General Ed courses in science, social
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science, and humanities and arts to writing, quantitative
and qualitative reasoning classes, and supplement classroom instruction with off-campus field analyses of course
material.

The editor of the Humbolt State Lumberjack, Humboldt State University’s college newspaper, was suspended indefinitely Thursday by his faculty adviser following the paper’s endorsement of political candidates.
Endorsement of political candidates or issues by a
state university newspaper violates Title 5 of the state administrative code. The weekly newspaper endorsed a
state assembly candidate, a U.S. Congressional candidate
and Democratic presidential candidate Walter Mondale
in its Wednesday edition.

Sports
SJSU volleyball coach Dick Montgomery says his
Spartan team will have to irons few kinks out of their program if they want to be competitive in the NCAA regionals.
"Our defense is not running as it’s supposed to,"
Montgomery said. "We’re not passing well. Our middle
attack is ineffective, so we have to set to Christa (Cook )
and Linda (Fournet). It’s fairly easy for teams to key in
on what we do," he said.
SJSU was first in the NorPac conference in volleyball, and Montgomery expects them to win the conference
champoinships. But Montgomery exoects them to have
problems in the NCAA regionals.

Spartaguide
vertising Work Together" at the
group’s regular meeting. Contact
Roger Calhoun at 281-2505, for more
information.

The Business Professional Advertising Association will host guest
speaker John Carelis, account executive for lmanara and Keep, at 6 p.m.
tomorrow in the Spartan Memorial.
Carelis will discuss "How PR and Ad-

Students for Peace will hold an
educational meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Montalvo
Room. Rich Ramirez and Dave
Brooks from the San Jose Peace Center will present a slide show and discuss draft resistance at the meeting.
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"Mac" users are invited to attend the SJSU Macintosh Users’
Group meeting at 7:30 tonight in the
S.U. Council Chambers. For more information, call Rudy Rugebregt at
971-8653.
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The Committee to Stop the REC
will have an organizational meeting
at 1:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Pacheco Room. Contact Larry Dougherty at 226-2046 or Richard Ramirez
at 294-6560, for more information.
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Bicyclists are invited to attend a
meeting of the SJSU Cycling Club at 8
p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information, Gregg
Uyeda at 374-0668.
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The Campus Ministry will hold a
Bible study on Genesis from noon to
p.m. today in the S.U. Montalvo
Room and an eating disorders
workshop from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. tomorrow in the West Residence Hall
conference room. For more information, call Natalie Shira at 298-0204.

Archery Club members are
urged to attend a mandatory meeting
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Pacheco Room. Call Natalie
at 295-7619 for more information.
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The Industrial Management Society will hold a panal discussion on
"Comparable Worth" today at 12:30
p.m. in the S.U. Council Chambers.
Refreshments will be served and everyone is welcome. For more information, call Bill Miks at 272-5950.
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AIESEC will hold a general
meeting at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Business Tower, Room 50. For more
information, contact Teri Feichter in
Business Classroom, Room 208.
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Two-day competiton yields
Forensic Club four awards
By Wendy Stitt
Daily staff writer
The SJSU Forensic Club recently
returned from a two-day speech and
debate tournament in Stockton, placing in four events.
Forensics, a form of speech and
debate, is a club for students who are
interested in competing in both debate and individual categories.
The Delta College Invitational
was held Oct. 27 and 28. Angela Rocco
placed first and Dee Lee placed second in Communication Analysis
Communication Analysis is an original speech by the student designed to
offer an explanation and/or evaluation of a significant communication
event such as a speech, speaker,
movement, poem, poster, film, or
campaign. A speaker may rely on a
manuscript, but should have a superior choice of language and deliver
speech well.
In the category of Argumentative
Analysis, Lisa Stapelton placed third.
In Argumentative Analysis, the contestant must analyze the argument
components of selected subject and
demonstrate an understanding of the
theories of reasoning. Before the

’This tournament
(the National
Individual Events
Tournament) is the
one we work all year
long to get to.’
Laurie Lema,
forensics club director
round, the competitors are given an
argument, such as an editorial, an
advertisement, or a cartoon. The
speech should be extemporaneous
and notes are allowed. Each contestant analyzes the same subject.
In Persuasion, Kelly Smith
placed third. Persuasion consists of
an original speech by the student designed to inspire, reinforce, or
change the beliefs, attitudes, values,
or actions of the audience. Kelly
Smith also placed third in the category called Speech to Entertain.
Two more speech tournaments
remain this fall before the National

Individual
Events
Tournament,
which will take place in April.
"This tournament is the one we
work all year long to get to," said
Laurie Lema, director of the Forensic club, and a lecturer in communication studies.
In order to compete in the tournament, forensic students must qualify.
An elimination process takes place
all year long until coaches of the different forensic teams pick those students who meet the qualification requirements, and who the coaches feel
are the best people to compete and
represent their school.
Last year, Lema said five forensic students from SJSU qualified to
compete, which was the largest number of SJSU students that have attended the competition. This year
Lema expects to send at least that
amount of people to the tournament.
There are two ways in which forensic students may qualify to compete in the National Events Tournament: they must place at the top ten
percent in three tournaments and
place first to third in specific qualifying events, Lema said.

Peeping tom stalks dorm
University police have attempted to catch a peeping tom
that has been stalking Joe West
Residence Hall.
According to Russ Lunsford,
University Police Department Information officer, police have
staked out the co-ed dormitory, located at Ninth and San Salvador
streets, hoping to apprehend the
man who apparently likes to watch
women shower.
In two separate incidents, police said female dorm residents
have reported seeing an unidentified man peeking into women’s
shower rooms in the south wing of
the dormitory. One woman believes the man had been masturbating there.
One female student reported
that while in the shower she saw a
man’s foot just below the shower
curtain at the bathroom’s entrance, She yelled for help, but the
responding student failed to find
any trace of the peeping tom.
Witnesses describe the suspect
as a white male in his late 20s, 6
foot, 175 pounds, with brown eyes
and hair. He was wearing green fatigue pants and was carrying a
backpack.
According to UPD Investigator

Junior high teacher
named best in state
LOS ANGELES ( API The California Teacher of the Year is a midcity junior high school educator who
can pull "the genius" from her students.
Evaline Khayat Kruse, who has
taught at Audobon Junior High
School for 16 years, was the first teacher in the Los Angeles Unified
School District to win the honor since
1976.
Her selection Friday by a state
Board of Education committee
makes her eligible for the national
Teacher of the Year competition.
"I was flabbergasted," Kruse
said. "I could not believe it. Every
time someone congratulated me, I’d
say I’m happy for me and I’m happy
for Audubon. I’ve won a lot of other

awards, but nothing as important as
knowing that I represent mid-city
teachers. There is a lot of great teaching going on in mid-city schools."
Principal Gene McCallum described Kruse’s excellence as a teacher by relating how one of her students, a painfully shy youth, later
placed in the finals of a statewide
speech contest.
"She developed a kid who would
have been lost because he was shy, he
was black and he was withdrawn,"
McCallum said. "She pulled out of
him the genius that dies in most minority kids because they don’t have
someone to challenge them."
"That young man went sky
high," Kruse said of the student.

Merchants battle punkers
over jurisdiction of turf
Merchants
CARLSBAD (AP)
at a shopping mall here are locked in
a turf battle with a contingent of self.
described "punkers," teen-agers who
the merchants claim are scaring
away business with their rowdy behavior.
"These young punkers, with their
weird hair and clothing, are scaring
the customers, and it’s definitely
hurting business," said Vincent Bartlett, manager of Universal Boot in
Plaza Camino Real Mall. "Almost
every day I get a frightened old lady
who says she isn’t going to shop here
anymore."
The teens, often bedecked in
leather pants, spiked bracelets and
wildly coiffed hair, deny that they
stir up trouble, and say they convene
at the mall because there is no other
place for them to go.
The problem, merchants say,
began a year ago, when the F.W.
Woolworth Co. opened a video arcade
known as the Fun Center.
Christine Calderon, manager of
the Plaza Camino Real, said that
since the arcade opened there has
been a 900 percent increase in "incidents," which she defined as complaints from merchants and customers and calls for security guards.
At Hickory Farms, across the

corridor from the arcade, employee
Lisa Bevridge said the teens "come
in in mobs, swipe all our samples and
steal our beef sticks. They’re obnoxious and intimidating."
Another merchant said punkers
once formed a human chain across
the mall corridor and refused to let a
pregnant woman pass.
Woolworth officials contend that
the arcade is being unfairly blamed
for the problems. Manager William
McDonald said an informal survey
found that 6 percent of arcade patrons fit into the punker category,
while 75 percent were off-duty Marines.
Nonetheless, at the urging of 68
mall merchants who signed a petition
calling for the closure of the arcade.
the Carlsbad Planning Commission
voted 4-2 last week to revoke the Fun
Center’s conditional use permit.
Woolworth officials have appealed the decision to the City Council, which is expected to act on the
matter within a few weeks.
Mike Keller, 16, said closing the
aracde will not change the situation.
He said the punkers will continue to
meet at the mall because there are no
centrally located clubs, parks or recreation centers where they can
gather.

U.S. reporter complains
of foreign harassment
SAN FRANCISCO (API A reporter working in the Philippines
says he was the target of government
"harassment," including attempts at
sexual entrapment, after writing a
story implicating the army in the assassination of Benigno Aquino.
San Francisco Examiner reporter Phil Bronstein said that while
in Manila he wrote a story in which
Dante Santos, a member of the panel
investigating the killing, blamed the
military.
"The watchdog operation began
soon after," said Bronstein, who
charged his room in the Manila Hotel
was bugged and watched by agents of
the Philippine Intelligence Security
Administration ( NISA ).
Bronstein said a "Mike Mapalo"
ran the spying operation. He called
Mapalo "a short young NISA captain
with a flair for subtle threats."
"The men following his orders
were everywhere," Bronstein said.
"In blue uniforms on every floor of
skinny guys with bad
the hotel .
complexions, waiting outside in the
dark."
He claimed the surveillance, including the opening of his mail, continued for two weeks despite complaints to the U.S. embassy, "the

Philippine minister of defense, the
Philippine consulate in San Francisco, and the head of the Foreign
Correspondents Association in the
Philippines."
Bronstein said the harassment
reached into the taxi he had hired.
saying he discovered his driver was
ordered to make daily reports to Mapalo and steer the reporter to bars in
an attempt to get him to hire prostitutes.
"Almost all foreign correspondents in Manila assume they are
watched," he added. "But even veteran reporters were surprised at the
measures aimed
at"
security
Bronstein and Examiner photographer Kim Komenich.
Bronstein said he once confronted retired Col. Pablo Cardenas
and accused him of being involved
because he directed security guards
watching him.
"Without admitting any knowledge of surveillance or phone taps inside the hotel, he promised to check
on it" but the surveillance continued.
As for the claimed phone taps,
Bronstein said he learned that Mapalo told a colleague that everything
Bronstein said on his telephone was
no secret.

Daily

The Center will have three
basic components:

recreation,
entertainment,
and aquatics.
It will be multi-purpose,
highly accessible and convertible, and it will, therefore, be
very cost effective and space
efficient. During the week, it is
a recreation center. Weekends,
it is a dual-purpose recreation
and entertainment center.

Co-recreation, both freetime and intramural, will be
given top scheduling priority
The Center will offer students
a wide variety of physical
recreation choices, such as:

basketball
volleyball
racquetball
weight training
martial arts
wrestling
badminton
aerobics
table tennis
fencing
dance
Recreational sports, with
its big shift to co-ed activities
and workouts, is a fast-growing
development on campuses
nationwide.
With its focus on health
and having a good time,
students are getting positive
things from these programs
increases in cardiovascular
fitness, increases in strength,
stress reduction, and pleasurable social interactions.
Plus, they are gaining skills
and exercise habits that will
continue to benefit them
thro hout

Jeff Higginbotham, there have
been other incidents in the dorm,
which police believe may be related to the peeping tom.
Anyone with information concerning the Joe West peeping tom
are asked to notify Higginbotham
at 277-3513.
A SJSU woman was quick to
notify university police Wednesday
after observing a man masturbat-

Campus Crimes
ing in his parked car on San Carlos
Street,
Gerardo Rodriguez Rodriguez,
29, of San Jose, was arrested for
indecent exposure after being
pulled over by university police bedescription
his
car’s
cause
matched the one given by the female witness.
The woman identified the man
and pressed formal charges.
A 32-year-old man was arrested Saturday after a SJSU
woman reported seeing a man
masturbating on the second floor of
the Clark Library,
Ronald James Wittman, 32, of
San Jose, was detained while at-

tempting to leave the library.
According to the UPD report, Officer Steve Gutierrez stopped Wittman, noting that his pants were
unzipped and stained.
The woman who said she saw a
man fondling himself at one of the
study tables, identified Wittman
and pressed charges. Wittman was
arrested on charges of indecent ex
posure.
University police arrested a
man Wednesday after finding a syringe in his pocket.
Officer Dave Gonzalez stopped
the 21 -year-old man riding his bike
and drinking a quart of beer to be
sure the young man was of drinking
age.
Edward M. Vargas of San Jose
was arrested after the officer discovered the syringe in his pants
pocket.
According to the UPD report,
Vargas said the syringe belonged
to his friend.
Vargas was also on probation
for armed robbery, which has been
revoked because of his arrest,
according to county Probation Officer S. Aguilar.
Campus crimes is compiled weekly by
staff writer John McCreadie.

